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A] Goal

1. Definition

A user is considered retained if he/she opens the app once in the week a�er

installation.

2. User Journey

Phase Attract Inspire Try Adoption Achieve

User

Outcome

“I want to

watch

videos in

my local

dialect”

“Stage offers

me

entertainmen

t in my local

dialect”

“Stage has

shows from

various genres”

“Stage has

content i like to

watch”

“Stage is my

primary source

of

entertainment”

App KPIs App store

views.

Installs and

signup.

Sign up

completion

rate.

Time to first view

the video.

Daily/Monthly

Active Users.

Avg. time spent

on the app.



3. Metrics to Track

Since our goal is to increase user retention in the week 1 of using Stage, we will need to

focus on the “Inspire” and “Try” phases of the user journey.

i) Success Metric

● D7 Retention

○ App Open

○ Video Play

ii) Key Metrics

● Sign-up completion rate

● Sign Up to First try Rate

○ Time to view first video

● CTR on campaigns

○ SMS

○ Push Notifications

● Uninstall Rate

iii) Other Metrics

Things to track to improve decision making

● Genre, Language, Type, Duration of videos drawing “first play” and “first completes”

● Highest engagement content as per time of the day / day of the week

● Image/copy optimisations to improve CTR & Plays



B] Ideas to improve retention

To improve retention, we can invest our resources in the following activities:

1. Improve the Product.

2. Improve the Onboarding experience.

3. Caching users before they leave

4. Remind users of the value.

5. Bring back users a�er they are gone.

6. Make it sticky

The priority to focus here is on 1st, 2nd and 3rd ways as the goal of week one retention will

mean that the bigger focus will be on first time user experience.

1. Improve the Product

1. The video player should function its core usage properly. (Videos pausing

unnecessarily. Feedback on playstore reviews).

2. The app should run on low internet speeds. (Given most users are in Tier 2,3, small

towns and villages for Stage, makes sense to optimize the playback experience). Have

an option in the settings for users to enable data saver mode.

3. Reducing page load times.

2. Improve the Onboarding experience

Onboarding experience can be clubbed with first time user experience.

1. Monitor health of the OTP system. (Delayed time to send OTP will correspond to losing

users’ interest)



2. Once authenticated, we can ask users to choose their language(Haryanvi/Rajasthani)

and their favorite genres. This will help us deliver relevant first time user experience.

3. Users picking their genres would also help deliver the product’s value immediately.

3. Catching users before they leave

It might be too early to say that a user is intending to leave as we are just focusing on week 1

cohort of users. However,

1. Dormant users can be re-activated through relevant engagement campaigns.

2. Push notifications, emails, SMSs about new shows, episodes can be sent.

3. Track engagement of notification with delivery times, CTRs.

C] Prioritising the Ideas

I will be using the Intercom’s RICE method of prioritisation.

RICE Score = (Reach * Impact * Confidence)/ Effort

Sno. Segment Idea R I C E RICE Priority

1 Product

Improvement

Video Player

function

200K$ 0.75 60% 0.5 180000 3

2 Product

Improvement

Optimize for low

internet speeds

200K 1 60% 1 120000 4

3 Onboarding First time User

Experience

1 M^ 2 90% 2 900000 1

https://www.intercom.com/blog/rice-simple-prioritization-for-product-managers/


4 Catching users Reactivating

dormant users →

Campaigns

600K* 0.75 75% 1 337500 2

* Number assumed from CleverTap’s OTT market insights
^ Expected to affect the next 1 million app installs
$ Roughly 10-20% of bad reviews due to video player issues.

D] Solution > Onboarding

1. Current Onboarding flow:

2. Problems with Current Onboarding

1. All users see the same home screen when they first signup.

2. There is no personalisation during the onboarding, leading us to serving irrelevant

content.

https://clevertap.com/insights/media-ott-apps-benchmarks-report/


3. Solution Scope

Proposed Onboarding flow:

4. Impact on Retention

1. User Investment: User invests into the platform → User gets better recommendations

→ User tries video → User comes back to watch the video.

5. Example / Mockup

An example of the user on Headspace selecting their motivation which allows them to serve
relevant content.



E] Solution > Re-engagement

1. Current Re Engagement Plan

● I am not aware of any reengagement plan.
● The user isn’t subjected to receiving notifications from the app
● An Internal trigger is present - “Watch Agla Episode” at the end of the video.

2. Problems with Current Re Engagement

● The user is not being enticed enough into the app.



3. Solution Scope

The Trigger: I’m bored
The Action: Opens Stage
The Reward: Finds something entertaining
The Investment: Watch something

Sometimes there is a need for an external trigger to pull the user into the app. To provide the trigger,
we need to focus on the dormant user. Dormant users - Users who haven’t interacted with the
app in the last 72 hours.

a) Using data from time of day engagement metric, these users can be segmented to

receive relevant notifications on their phone.

b) The goal here is to make them open the app and perform any action, eg: add to

watchlist, watch a video, click on video title.

c) The success of the notification campaigns can be measured by the Click-through-rate.



4. Impact on Retention

● User’s delight: User is bored → Make him/her decide to watch something → User
watches video → User is entertained.

5. Example / Mockup

Netflix triggering the user through the push notification:


